
Theme Community Number of lessons 44

Topic Number Assessment(s)

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above 

Rounding

Round positive whole numbers to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000

Arithmetic 

Use standard column procedures to add and subtract whole numbers

Find a difference by counting up through the next multiple of 10

Add three or more multiples of 10

Know by heart multiplication facts up to 10 × 10 

Multiply and divide integers by 10 and 100, and explain the effect

Use halving, Use doubling, Understand that halving is the reverse of doubling

Written Methods

Partition to multiply mentally TU × U

Extend written methods to HTU × U

FDP

Use diagrams to compare two or more simple fractions

Compare decimals in different contexts

Extend mental methods of calculation to include percentages

Decimals

Know what each digit represents in numbers with up to two decimal places

Primes, Factors and multiples

Recognise and use multiples and factors (divisors) and use simple tests of divisibility (2,3,4,5,6,9,10,25)

Find all the factor pairs for any whole number without any support

Recognise that every number can be written as a product of two factors

Estimation and rounding

Round decimals to the nearest whole number

Round numbers to decimal places

Negative numbers

Add and subtract integers - positive and negative numbers

Multiply and divide negative integers by a positive and a negative number

Multiplication and division

Multiply and divide decimals by 10, 100, 1000, and explain the effect

Multiply by 0

Extend written methods to TU × TU

Quickly derive associated division facts

Extend written methods to HTU ÷ U

Primes, Factors and Multiples

Understand the vocabulary of prime numbers, factors (divisors), multiples, common factors, common multiples.

Identify numbers with exactly 2 factors (primes), including two digit prime numbers

Able to determine factors and multiples of numbers by listing

Special numbers

Know square numbers up to 12 × 12 and find roots of square numbers up to 144

Recognise the first few triangular numbers

Decimals

Be able to order positive and negative decimals. Decimals should be to 2 or 3 significant figures

Use standard column procedures to add and subtract decimals with up to two places (positive and negative)

FDP

Recall known facts including fraction to decimal conversions

Convert decimals to fractions, e.g. 0.23 = 23/100

Calculate simple percentages

BODMAS

Know and use the order of operations

Estimation and rounding

Round numbers to significant figures

Make estimates and approximations of calculations by first rounding to 1 significant figure

Negative numbers

Add and subtract negative integers from positive and negative numbers

Multiply and divide negative integers by a positive and a negative number

Multiplication and division

Multiply three-digit by two-digit whole numbers

Extend written methods to U.t × U

Extend written methods to HTU ÷ U

Divide three-digit by two-digit whole numbers

Primes, Factors and Multiples

Find the prime factor decomposition of a number less than 100 and use index notation  e.g. 24 = 3 × 2³

Find the HCF or LCM of two numbers

Decimals

Multiply decimals with one or two places by single-digit whole numbers and by other decimals

Fractions

Simplify fractions by cancelling all common factors

FDP

Extend the percentage calculation strategies to find any percentage, e.g. 17.5% by finding 10%, 5% and 2.5%, and adding

Order fractions, decimals and percentages (Order fractions by converting them to decimals or otherwise)

BODMAS

Use the order of operations with brackets, including in more complex calculations

Estimation and rounding

Be able to estimate answers to calculations involving 2 or more operations and BODMAS

Primes, Factors and Multiples

Use prime factorisation to represent a number as a product of its primes using index notation

Find HCF and LCM using Prime Factors

Special numbers

Know all the squares of numbers less than 16 and be able to know the square root given the square number

Be able to estimate square roots of non square numbers less than 100

Give the positive and negative square root of a square number

Laws of indices

Use laws of indices for positive and negative powers

Decimals

Understand the effect of multiplying or dividing any number between 0 and 1

Divide decimals with one or two places by single-digit whole numbers and by other decimals

Be able to multiply  and divide any number by 0.1 and 0.01

Bounds and limits of accuracy

Identify the upper and lower bounds of a measurement

Recognise that measurements given to the nearest whole unit may be inaccurate by up to one half in either direction. Use error intervals.

Fractions

Add and subtract simple fractions with denominators of any size

Add and subtract up to 3 fractions mixing both addition and subtraction into the calculation

Calculate simple fractions of quantities and multiply a fraction by an integer

Multiply and divide simple fractions (proper and improper) - positive and negative

Divide an integer by a fraction

FDP

Use division to convert a fraction to a decimal

Convert a  decimal to a fraction and simplify the fraction

Laws of indices

Use the division law of indices to show that any number to the power of zero is 1 and that a positive number to a negative power is still positive

Use the laws of indices to multiply and divide numbers written in index notation

Standard form

Convert between large and small numbers into standard form and vice-versa

Add and subtract in standard form

Multiply and divide numbers in standard form

Fractions

Add and subtract fractions (mixed) - positive and negative

Multiply and divide simple fractions (mixed) - positive and negative

Find the reciprocal of simple numbers/fractions mentally, e.g. 10 and 1/10, 1/3 and 3 etc.

Know that the reciprocal of a reciprocal is the original number

FDP

Learn fractional equivalents to key recurring decimals e.g. 0.333333..., 0.66666666..., 0.11111... and by extension 0.222222...

Know the denominators of simple fractions that produce recurring decimals, and those that do not

Surds

Understand what surds are and simplify them

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

End of term test on number topics from the term 

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good Progress Expected Progress

IV



Theme Our Environment Number of lessons 20

Topic Algebra Assessment(s) End of half term test on algebra topics from the HT

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above
Function Machines 

Generate terms of a simple sequence using term to term rules like +3, -2

Equations

Solve one step equations (e.g x+4=9 , 2x=8 , x-3=7 , x/5 = 4)

Function Machines and coordinates

Find outputs functions expressed in words (e.g. add 6 then multiply by 3)

Find the inputs of simple functions expressed in words by using the output and inverse operations

Describe simple functions in words (e.g. add 3, multiply by 6, subtract 4)

Use function machines to find coordinates in all four quadrants

Plot coordinates generated from a function machine and draw a straight line graph

Straight line graphs

Draw, label and scale axes

Read values from straight-line graphs for real-life situations

Draw, straight-line graphs for real-life situations

Sequences

Find the next term in a sequence, including negative values

Generate and describe simple integer sequences – square, triangle numbers & fibonacci 

Equations

Understand what equations are and what 'solve' means.

Straight line graphs

Plot and draw graphs of y = a, x = a, y = x and y = -x

Sequences

Generate terms of a linear sequence using term-to-term rule using positive or negative integers.

Know that an arithmetic sequence is generated by a starting number , then adding a constant number

Find a term of a  sequence given its position in the sequence

Simplifying expressions

Create basic expressions from worded examples e.g 6 more than x

Simplify algebraic expressions by collecting like terms

Multiply together two simple algebraic expressions, e.g. 2a × 3b

Substituting into formulae

Understand the different role of letter symbols in formulae and functions

Identify variables and use letter symbols, e.g. 'the cost of hiring a van...', c = cost, v = van

Substitute positive integers into simple formulae expressed in letter symbols, e.g. a+/- b, a × b

Substitute integers into more complex formulae expressed in letter symbols, e.g. a/b, ax +/- b

Equations&Inequalities

Solve two step equations

Show inequalities on a number line

Straight line graphs

Plot and draw graphs of straight lines using a table of values

Use gradients to interpret how one variable changes in relation to another

Plot the graphs of simple linear functions in the form y = mx + c 

Recognise that equations of the form y = mx + c correspond to straight-line graphs 

Simplifying expressions

Factorise expressions into single brackets

Substituting into formulae

Substitute positive integers into expressions involving small powers (up to 3)

Sequences

Recognise arithmetic sequences from diagrams and draw the next term in a pattern sequence

Begin to use linear expressions to describe the nth term in a one-step and two-step arithmetic sequence (e.g. nth term is 3n or 2n + 5)

Generate and describe simple sequences – linear, square, cube, triangle numbers, powers of 2 & fibonacci 

Equations 

Solve equations with unknowns on both sides

Straight line graphs

Use gradients to interpret how one variable changes in relation to another and know the gradient is the change in y over change in x

Plot and draw graphs of straight lines WITHOUT using a table of values (use intercept and gradient i.e y=mx+c)

Find the equation of a straight-line from its graph

Identify parallel lines from their equations and  write down the equation of a line parallel to a given line

Other Graphs

Generate points and plot graphs of simple quadratic functions

Recognise a graph of a quadratic function and recognise a quadratic function from its equation and explain the shape of it's graph

Simplifying expressions

Expand and simplify the sum(or difference) of two sets of single brackets

Multiply out brackets involving positive terms such as (a + b)(c + d) and collect like terms

Factorise to one bracket by taking out the highest common factors for all terms e.g. 2x²y + 6xy² = 2xy(x + 3y)

Substituting into formulae

Understand the different role of letter symbols in formulae and functions

Identify variables and use letter symbols, e.g. 'the cost of hiring a van...', c = cost, v = van

Substitute positive and negative integers into linear expressions and expressions involving powers

Sequences

Find a specific term in the sequence using the nth term and Identify which terms cannot be in a sequence

Recognise and use simple geometric progressions 

Solving Equations and simultaneous equations

Construct and solve equations that involves multiplying out brackets by a negative number (e.g. 4(2a - 1) = 32 - 3(2a - 2))

Solve by elimination of an unknown, linear simultaneous equations, including where both need multiplying

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress
Less than expected progress

II Good progress Expected progress Less than expected progress

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress



Theme Amazing Inventions Number of lessons 24

Topic Probability and Statistics Assessment(s) End of HT test on Prob & Stats from the HT

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Probability 

Draw and use a tally/frequency table to record the outcome of a probability experiment 

Averages

Compare two simple distributions using the range and the mode

Tables and Charts

Represent data in a table
Answer simple questions about 'most likely' from a simple bar chart

Probability Scale

Use a probability scale with words and use the vocabulary of probability

Mark events and/or probabilities on a probability scale of 0 to 1

Probability of an event 

Find and justify probabilities based on equally likely outcomes

Averages

Calculate the mean, median, mode and range for discrete data

Tables and averages from tables

Group data, where appropriate in equal class intervals

Find the modal class for a small set of grouped data

Charts and graphs

Produce bar charts including dual bar charts

Find the mode and range from a bar chart

Produce pictograms

Interpret simple pie charts using simple fractions and percentages and multiples of 10o sections

Probability of an event 

Apply the property that the probabilities of an exhaustive set of outcomes sum to 1

Work out probabilities from two-way tables

Experimental probability 

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment (a combination of two outcomes) - how many successes would you expect?

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment in applying to two step outcomes,

Averages

Compare two distributions using the range, mode, median and the mean

Tables and averages from tables

Design and use data collection sheets

Calculate the mean from a simple frequency table

Calculate find the range, modal class, interval containing the median and find an estimate of the mean of a grouped data frequency table.

Charts and graphs

Produce pie-charts for categorical data
From a pie chart find the mode; total frequency

Probability of an event 

Know that if the probability of an event is p, the probability of it not occurring is 1-p

Find the probability of an event happening using relative frequency

Experimental probability 

Compare experimental and theoretical probabilites

Estimate the number of times an event will occur, given the probability and the number of trials and identify the conditions of a fair game

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment (a combination of two outcomes) - how many successes would you expect?

Apply probabilities from experimental data to a different experiment in applying to two step outcomes

Combinations and tree diagrams

Draw a probability tree diagram based on given information (no more than 3 branches per event)

Use tree diagrams to calculate the probability of two independent events

Use tree diagrams to calculate the probability of two dependent events

Tables and averages from tables

Estimate the mean of grouped data using the mid-interval value

Calculate find the range, modal class, interval containing the median of a grouped data frequency table.

Charts and graphs

Produce bar charts including dual bar charts and composite bar charts

Produce pie-charts for categorical data
Draw scatter graphs

Tables and averages from tables

Write questionnaire questions to eliminate bias, on timing and location of survey to ensure sample is representative

Charts and graphs

Understand that the frequency represented by corresponding sectors in two pie charts is dependent upon the total populations represented by each of the pie charts

Intepret scatter graphs in terms of the relationship between two variables

Use the line of best fit to make predictions

Distinguish between positive, negative and zero correlation using lines of best fit

Cumulative frequencies and box plots

Interpret box plots to find median, quartiles, range and interquartile range and draw conclusions
Produce box plots from raw data and identify outliers when given quartiles and median

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress



Theme Being Healthy Number of lessons 24

Topic Geometry and Measure Assessment(s) End of HT test on Geomety & Measure

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above

Properties of 2d and 3d shapes

Draw sketches of shapes

Recognise properties of rectangles

Recognise properties of squares

Identify and name common solids: cube, cuboid, cylinder, prism, pyramid, sphere and cone

Know the terms face, edge and vertex

Area, perimeter and surface area 

Find the perimeter of a square/rectangle by counting

Find the perimeter of a square/rectangle

Measure shapes to find (perimeters and) areas

Calculate perimeter and area of compound shapes made from rectangles (triangles as an extension)

Use nets to calculate the surface area of simple cubes

Use nets to calculate the surface area of simple cuboids

Measuring and types of angles

Read and interpret scales on a range of measuring instruments

Record readings from scales to a suitable degree of accuracy, measure lines to the nearest millimetre

Parallel and perpendicular lines

Use correct notation for labelling lines

Transformations
Reflect shapes in a given horizontal or vertical mirror line (diagonal as an extension)

Area, perimeter and surface area 

Use the formula for the area of a rectangle/square

Identify different nets of a cuboid

Measuring and types of angles

Use a protractor to measure acute and obtuse angles to the nearest degree

Use a protractor to draw acute angles to the nearest degree

Use a protractor to measure reflex angles to the nearest degree

Distinguish between acute, obtuse and reflex angles

Begin to estimate the size of angles

Angle properties

Know the sum of angles on a straight line

Know the sum of angles round a point

Know the sum of angles in a triangle is 180°

Calculate angles in a triangle

Parallel and perpendicular lines

Identify and draw parallel lines and mark parallel lines on a diagram

Identify perpendicular lines and mark perpendicular lines on a diagram

Transformations

Identify all the symmetries of 2-D shapes

Enlarge a shape on a grid (without a centre specified)

Translate a shape where the direction of the translation is given in words
Rotate simple shapes using tracing paper

Properties of quadrilaterals

Name all quadrilaterals that have a specific property

Area, perimeter and surface area 

Calculate perimeter and area of compound shapes made from rectangles (triangles as an extension)

Calculate the surface area of  cubes with and without using a net

Calculate the surface area of cuboids with and without a net

Begin to use plans and elevations

Angle properties

Derive and use the sum of angles in a triangle and a quadrilateral

Derive and use the fact that the exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the two opposite interior angles

Recognise and use vertically opposite angles

Angles in polygons

Identify regular and irregular polygons

Identify interior and exterior angles in a shape

Use the sum of the interior angle and the exterior angle is 180°

Transformations

Identify all the symmetries of 2-D shapes

Enlarge a shape on a grid (without a centre specified)

Translate shapes given the direction of the translation in words (e.g 3 units right, two units down)
Rotate simple shapes using tracing paper

Area, perimeter and surface area 

Deduce and use formulae for the area of a triangle

Deduce and use the formula for the area of a parallelogram

Deduce and use formula for the area of a trapezium

Circles

Know the names of parts of a circle

Use the formulae for area and circumference of a circle, given the radius or diameter

3d shapes

Draw plans and elevations of 3-D shapes

Find the volume and surface area of  cubes and a cuboids

Angles in polygons

Use the sum of the exterior angles of any polygon is 360°

Calculate the interior angles of regular polygons

Use the sum of angles in a triangle to deduce and use the angle sum in any polygon

Parallel

Identify alternate and corresponding angles on parallel lines and their values.

Identify co-interior angles and their values.

Transformations

Enlarge a given shape using (0, 0) as the centre of enlargement

Enlarge shapes, given a centre of enlargement and a positive whole number scale factor

Pythagoras Thereom 

Know the formula for Pythagoras' theorem and use it to find the hypotenuse and a shorter side

Use and apply Pythagoras' theorem to solve problems

3d shapes

Find the surface area of simple shapes (prisms) using the formulae for triangles and rectangles, and other shapes

Calculate the surface area and volume of right prisms

Angles in polygons

Use the sum of the interior angles of an n-sided polygon

Find the size of each interior angle or the size of each exterior angle or the number of sides of a regular polygon

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

Less than expected 

progress

II Good progress Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress



Theme Africa Number of lessons 24 (including a number of revision hours)

Topic Ratio and Proportion Assessment(s) End of year test on all topics covered this year

Band Success Criteria ('SKILLS' denoted in bold) Below At Above
FDP

Convert a percentage to a number of hundredths or tenths.

FDP

Use fraction notation to describe parts of shapes

Define percentages as number of parts per hundred

Recognise the equivalence of percentages, fractions and decimals

Ratio

Use ratio notation

Reduce a ratio to its simplest form

Converting units

Convert between simple metric units.

Scale drawings

Read and construct scale drawings

Draw lines and shapes to scale

Use and interpret maps and scale drawings, using a variety of scales and units

Estimate length using a scale diagram

FDP

Express one number as a fraction of another

Express one given number as a percentage of another

Find a percentage of a quantity using a multiplier

Ratio

Divide a quantity into two parts in a given ratio

Converting units

Convert a larger whole number metric unit to a smaller unit (e.g. 3 kilograms to 3000 grams)

Convert a smaller whole number metric unit to a larger unit (e.g. 3000 grams to 3 kilograms)

Percentages

Find a percentage of a quantity using a multiplier ad use a multiplier to increase or decrease by a percentage

Use percentages in real-life situations: VAT, value of profit or loss, simple interest, income tax calculations

Ratio

Write a ratio as a fraction

Reduce ratios in the simplest form, including three-part ratios

Simplify a ratio expressed in different units

Write ratios in the form 1: m or m: 1

Converting units

Convert one metric unit to another, including decimals (e.g. 3250 grams to 3.25 kilograms, or 3.25kg to 3250g)

Convert between area measures (e.g. mm² to cm², cm² to m², and vice versa)

Convert between metric measures of volume and capacity eg 1 cm³ = 1 ml

Scale drawings

Read and construct scale drawings

Use and interpret maps, using proper map scales (1 : 25 000)

Use and interpret maps and scale drawings, using a variety of scales and units

Proportion

Use the unitary method to solve simple word problems involving ratio and direct proportion

Use a unitary method, e.g. if £40 is 60%, find 1% by dividing by 60 and then 100% by multiplying by 100. 

Use expressions of the form y α x

Set up equations to show direct proportion

Percentages

Calculate compound interest  and depreciation

Use the unitary method for an inverse operation, e.g. If I know an item was 80% of the original cost in a sale, find the original price

Find the original amount given the final amount after a percentage change ( reverse percentages)

Compound Measures

Understand and use compound measures (density, speed, pressure)

Solve problems involving compound measures

Scale drawings

Write lengths, areas and volumes of two shapes as ratios in simplest form

Proportion

Use algebraic methods to solve problems involving variables in direct proportion

Use expressions of the form y α 1/x

I Expected progress
Less than expected 

progress
Less than expected progress

II Good progress Expected progress Less than expected progress

V Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Exceptional progress

III Exceptional progress Good progress Expected progress

IV Exceptional progress Exceptional progress Good progress


